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221% Increase in
Promise to Pay Revenue
Starting in December 2019, the largest bank in Mexico
went live in their payment and collections call center with
the Caperio AI Performance Platform, focusing on how to
immediately increase revenues and attack compliance
issues across over 240 live agents, including a large
percentage working remotely.

$3,654,000 In Six Months
This case study covers the results across this period
through June 2020. From these results at the end of
June 2020, the bank actually expanded its use of the
Caperio platform, adding additional teams and
interaction channels across the organization.

Here are the actual results assembled by month.
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“The ability to
manage the Caperio
platform ourselves
allows us to rapidly
improve
performance. We
introduce words,
phrases, and
expressions
instantly to
maximize our results
in a fast manner.”
- Senior Director
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“BossaNova truly understands the benefits of leading-edge technology &
how to achieve high performance effectiveness in credit management.

North America

They understand our business and collaborate successfully across our
team to get the results we need.”

Marietta, GA 30068

-Antonio Jiménez Hernández - General Director
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